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Are you fascinated by the healing power of crystals?Would you like to learn how to harness
these powers and use them for your own needs?This book contains everything you need to get
started!Crystals are as ancient as the earth itself and for millennia they have been used in
healing, with each of them having their own special vibration resonance due to varying mineral
contents, individual geometry and color frequencies. This allows them to work in perfect
synchronicity with the human body, helping to alleviate and cure a wide range of ailments and
symptoms.Now, with this book, Crystals Healing for Beginners: The Complete Guide to Discover
the Healing Power of Crystals and Stones, you can learn about these amazing properties for
yourself, with chapters that cover:The history of crystals and their many formsThe evidence
surrounding crystal healingThe benefits for body and mindThe metaphysical healing properties
associated with individual crystalsHow to use crystals to cleanse and purifyFAQ’sAnd much
more…Suitable even if you are a complete novice to the subject, Crystal Healing for Beginners
is the perfect place to start learning all you need to know about this fascinating and absorbing
subject.With it you could be using crystals to help you tackle weight loss, depression or a wide
variety of other problems in a natural way that would otherwise rely on medication.If this is
something interests you, and you would like to know more, scroll up now and click Add to Cart
for your copy!

About the AuthorJeff Brown, a former criminal lawyer and psychotherapist, is the author of the
bestselling book Soulshaping: A Journey of Self-Creation, among other books. He has been
interviewed by CNN Radio, appeared on Fox News online, and has written popular inspirations
for ABC's Good Morning America. He is also the producer and key journeyer in the award-
winning spiritual documentary Karmageddon.--This text refers to the audioCD edition.
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EXPLORING CRYSTALSFREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONSCONCLUSIONREFERENCES &
CITATIONSINTRODUCTIONThe modern understanding of physics tells us that energy is
present in all matter. Light consists of wavelengths, and everything made out of matter consists
of small particles, including the human body and its energy. Some types of particles that exist
have a certain vibration frequency and ancient holistic medicine shares this with modern
science.Experts in crystal therapy agree that some forms of illnesses arise due to imbalances in
the body. Throughout the years they have discovered that the vibration frequency of the matter
inside the human body is nothing special and that there are indeed many beings that share
these vibration patterns in nature.For example, various forms of crystal are claimed to have the
same energetic properties as other main energy points on the body.Just as putting different
speakers that play the same sound together can lead to an increase of the sound volume by
harmonious wave amplification, a certain type of crystal which shares our vibration frequency
can increase the natural vibrations of a certain part of the body, which is suffering from some
specific disease.Crystals serve as a guide to promote the movement of natural energies into
areas of the body that may be weak, and over time physical strength is re-
established.Individuals who tried this kind of holistic care reported odd feelings after having
spent time in contact with their body's healing crystals. It's almost like they're instantly aware of
their heartbeat, but only in the place where the stone hits. This is very odd because we normally
cannot sense our heartbeat on our own.Crystal healing may also have a profound effect on the
emotional condition of the patient. Mental blockages can be much harder to detect than physical
ones because they do not often manifest in a way that is readily evident to someone who is not
responsive to them. None the less, crystal healing can provide patients with the ability to
become more mentally clear, and they can easily put aside bad habits that have damaged them
in the past.While some advocates of crystal healing talk about their advantages for
psychological issues, they often use it to facilitate spiritual healing. The solution to relationship
problems and emotional turmoil are two of the most common applications for crystals.The first
task of someone who wants to use crystals in this way is to find the appropriate type. Many
places where crystals can be ordered have dozens or even hundreds of deals.To those who are
just starting out, it can take time to sort through this huge offer. Everything from weight loss to
depression is portrayed as curable by using crystals.Most people think crystal healing will take
as much as a few months to start. While some claim that it is enough to hold crystals in a pocket,
others say that the effects are felt better by holding it on a chain close to the heart. Your decision
will be based on your own beliefs and what you feel comfortable with.They are also available in
different sizes. Most people assume that the bigger the crystal, the greater the impact. However,
with prices increasing proportionally to size, some may consider the purchasing of a smaller
crystal in their first attempt.For these purposes, the use of crystals is becoming increasingly
popular among faithful people as well as non-believers, particularly when they start to catch up
in celebrity circles.This BOOK is a great resource if you are interested in learning more about
how crystals can be used for healing purposes.Let’s get started!HISTORY AND FORMS OF



CRYSTALSWhat are Crystals?Crystals or gemstones are natural minerals or special rocks of
particular characteristics. The key difference between an atom and a molecular structure is the
same as that of a crystal and a typical stone.Crystals are typically made of one or a few types of
atoms that form a connected pattern of repeated atoms. A unique feature of crystals is that they
grow over time.Crystals can absorb, store, and transmit energy, thanks to their structure. In
"crystal therapy," a popular alternative treatment technique, this energy may be used for
treatment. Crystal meditation incorporates the influence of crystals through the formation of
crystal grids or placing them on chakras.Crystals are wonderful “mates”, and they greatly
influence the energy of the place when used as ornamental objects. They can also boost vitality
and the overall well-being of people who wear it as jewelry. Gemstones of various types emit
different energy sources and should be used according to their energetic vibration and
properties.For the appropriate use of gemstones for healing and energy work, certain
knowledge and practices of work with crystals, energy, and purpose must be learned. The most
important things to learn are how to clean, charge, and program your crystals.Crystal can be a
strong resource for curing people with emotional, psychological, and energy illnesses, which are
closely correlated with all the physical symptoms we call diseases.History of CrystalsMore than
five billion years ago a star exploded in a fiery supernova, and the spinning interstellar debris
created larger and larger spatial bodies over millions of years. The solar system took shape and
the water vapor collected in the Earth's atmosphere as the hot red-molten rock was cooled
down. It formed clouds. The primordial oceans were produced by a rain deluge; and crystals
were formed.Crystals are highly ordered, continuously moving energy units.They grow deep
inside the earth and help uncover individual hidden stocks of power and energy, metaphorically
speaking. They are governed by specific mathematical rules and comply with clearly defined
geometric patterns.Under severe pressure, they are forced to transmute and are exquisitely
produced by extremes of time and temperature. Each crystal is special and its features are as
diverse as its strengths. The study of crystals would take years, but all crystals have unexpected
advantages.Growing crystal can be programmed for receiving, processing, releasing, reflection,
refraction, magnification, transformation, balance, and harmonization, organizing, amplifying,
concentrating, and redirecting energy. The understanding of their endless applications has
therefore been historically recorded in virtually every society.Pharaohs of ancient Egypt have
been surrounded by huge amounts of gemstones, precious jewels and ornate golden statues to
ensure their afterlife enjoyment. Such metals inlaid with gold were decorated with: Carnelian:
believed to facilitate the passage of the soul to the netherworld Lapis lazuli: ancient heavenly
Alchemist's Stone used in cosmetic and painting by royal morticians Turquoise: thought to
fend off the "evil eye" Quartz: the most powerful and multipurpose stone in the crystal world
Amber: believed to aid the exploration of ancient knowledge and wisdom Emeralds:
characterized for their incredible green colors, symbols of life, development, fertility, and
innovation Ruby: considered one of the precious gems of our world. They symbolize power,
passion, and desire Sapphire: the success stone and the Ruby's sister Topaz: once



thought to be tainted by the Egyptian sun god Ra's golden glow, believed to improve physical
strengthIn 2950 B.C., the Chinese jade was long believed to be a sign of riches and honor.
Ancient Chinese used jade extensively in treating chronic illnesses, restoring energy balance,
and enhancing the divine healing force. Jade is used in feng shui to improve one’s life by
obtaining positive qi (energy).Some of the most fascinating archaeological findings of the 20th
century are the mysterious skulls of Mexico, Central, and South America, decorated entirely with
crystals.The mystery of the Mayan Crystal Skulls has persisted for thousands of years,
especially the prophecy of the concurrent disappearance of our planet as we know it, and the
great cycle of the Mayan calendar on 21 December 2012.Individuals who are familiar with
natural healing practices embrace the fundamental laws of the concepts of mind/body/spirit
interaction which are central to Indian Ayurvedic and Native American systems.The Crystal
Healing concept discuss the basic characteristics of the field of human energy. Here below
some examples: Barite: a sky-blue stone preferred by many Native Americans who use it in
their ceremonial rituals, to turn them from physical to spiritual beings; often to inspire good
dreams and recall dreams Emeralds: the old Aztec and Incas in South America thought that
emeralds were holy; the Vedas, the ancient sacred Hindu scripts, taught that emeralds are
fortunate and well-being stones Nebula stone: black with nebula like markings for celestial
awareness and knowledge Rose Mangano calcite: also called the stone Reiki; healers use it
to boost their healing strength Serpentine: thought to protect against the bite and sting of
venomous beings Shiva lingam stones: a symbol of yoni or female energy to maintain a perfect
balance between male and female fertility. Sugilite: used by healers for pain relief and
rest Sunstone: used for dissipating negativity and fear; radiating health, good fortune, and
happinessCrystal healing practitioners build and practice personal energy awareness and
healing skills. They can redirect dangerous, destructive energy habits by "listening" and "being in
tune" themselves with their crystals; rejuvenate, stabilize and align their energy.Chakra and
healing stonesThe human body has seven chakras, energy centers that are situated between
the base of the spine and the crown in the middle of the body.Each chakra is associated with an
endocrine gland when compared to the anatomy of the body. Energy needs to flow freely across
each chakra, ensuring good health, peace of mind, and harmony.Similarly, the endocrine gland's
proper function provides for physical and mental wellbeing.Every chakra has a color and a
stone. These stones are the healing stones of the chakra. The stone energy activates the
chakras and equalizes the capacity for good health and well-being.The argument that crystal
healing works perfectly has always been denied by modern science but the chakras (endocrine)
functions can be healed by the use of crystals. Recent research found that when the participants
were in contact with stones, they felt warmth, a tingling sensation, and a feeling of health.In-
depth knowledge of the rocks, minerals, and crystals used as massage stones or healing stones
has been developed by crystal healers and healing practitioners.A spa culture has developed,
where the practitioner gives massages with stones. Whether or not you are a believer, the use of
stones to massage or cure or decorate always has a positive impact on an individual, as they



possess various kinds of energy levels.Let me now introduce how the crystals work for
healing.Our whole body expresses energy in different densities and patterns. When all energy is
harmoniously modelled, we experience good health. Any disruption or imbalance in energy
causes physical, mental, or emotional disorders and illnesses.Each stone is known to have
energy. The gemstones radiate energies in a particular pattern due to the subatomic particle
alignment at a wavelength. Crystal healers and experts understand our body's pattern and
complement it with the pattern of crystal therapy pills. A balance is generated by models that
help the body unblock the chakras and allow free flow of energy.The use of soothing gemstones
is a holistic approach to good health. The use of crystal healing stones is a safe way to restore
health, peace of mind, and joy without any documented side effects.Crystals cannot heal by
themselves. They can instead be used as a focus for inspiration and enlightenment; they can
lead practitioners to think and live in healthier ways, and they can be used as conduits for
healing energy.Since ancient Egypt, crystals have been used to restore balance and heal
ailments. The idea is that harmful energy is produced and purified by their use. By giving up toxic
energy, we help our bodies heal.The stones are placed on “chakras” or body energy centers and
it is supposed to improve the body by curing ailments with various types of vibration. Because of
the different mineral content of each crystal type, each of them produces its unique
vibration.Crystals can be used for the treatment of physical, emotional, behavioral, and spiritual
conditions. You can wear crystals as an aid to healing, place them around the bathroom while
you bathe, or place them near your bed while you sleep.The seven chakras are located as
below:Figure 1. The map of the chakras.Some of the most popular yet very effective and strong
healing stones for beginners are: Red Jasper: for reinforcing a person’s essential strength and
it works perfectly with the root chakra. Tiger’s eye: builds self-esteem and builds trust and it
works perfectly with sacral chakra. Citrine: increases strength of life-force, gives light and
pleasant vibration and it works perfectly with the solar plexus chakra. Rose Quartz or
Aventurine: the best way to open the heart, to offer happiness, peace, and attachment and it
works perfectly with the Heart chakra. Chalcedony: strengthens the determination and
unlocks the heart and it works perfectly with the Throat chakra. Amethyst: improves
connections to divine energies and improves intuitive insight and it works perfectly with the third
chakra of the eye. Clear quartz: the purest crystal with intrinsic energies to amplify and
complement the cumulative work of all energy systems and chakras and it works perfectly with
the chakra of the crown.Crystal cleaning and rechargeThe use of crystals to bring beneficial
changes of mind, body, and spirit is called crystal healing. In my view, crystals cures illness, treat
emotional pain, help to conquer addiction, give energy, and can change your life completely!The
growing gemstone holds its specific vibration frequencies and you can change its vibration
frequency and aura by putting it on your body. Crystals act as amplifiers, too. They reinforce your
goal and produce the desired result much faster.There are many crystals available in all shapes,
sizes, and colors and each has its special properties to solve different physical and emotional
problems. However, you might make a mad attempt to find the specific crystals you think you



need. You should do it the other way around; the crystal picks you!If you have ever been to a
crystal shop that sells crystals, just stop and go back to the very first crystal you have touched,
because it was undoubtedly the crystal you wanted.There are preparations after you buy your
new crystals, which must first be completed before they are ready for use. For sure you’re
already excited and want to use them right away, but these next steps are key to the entire
process of crystal healing.You must first purify the crystals of any harmful energy they may
contain. If they were in a shop, a lot of people could have touched them and the crystal could
have absorbed all the negative energy they had and you do not want that. Also, depending on
how you use it, you need to clean your crystals from time to time.There is a variety of efficient
crystal clearing methods. The steps are discussed below: Step One: the simplest and most
efficient approach is to put it in your hands and hold it under running water for 1-2 minutes to
extract all harmful energy from the crystal. Many other cleaning methods are to place them in
salt for many hours or bury for a day or more in the soil or simply by using your breath Step
Two: adjust your new crystal to your vibration frequency and aim to only use it for your greater
good or anybody else’s. You simply have to hold the crystal in your hands, close your eyes, and
set your intentions. You can either tell them aloud or just think about them. Step Three: load
your crystals. Just place your crystals for a minimum of 5 hours in direct sunlight. You can also
place them under full or new moonlight overnight. Step Four: the last step is to configure your
crystals for when you would need them. You can claim, for example, whether it is for general
healing or defense, or grounding, etc... It is an optional step that can be done or not. You have to
hold the crystal in your hands and say “This crystal will be used for”.Repeat these terms 3 to 4
times to configure the crystal fully and you’ll be ready to use your new crystal.You can use your
crystals in many different ways; everything depends on your needs. You can wear them as
jewelry, or bring them with you in your pockets or bags (if you use them in this way, remember
that you have to clean your crystals more frequently as they can more easily absorb any harmful
effects in the atmosphere).You can also meditate on or around your crystals, which significantly
amplifies your meditation. By placing the corresponding stones on each chakra, you can
balance and clear your chakras.
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